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Instructions 
You are going to read this story titled Justin’s Trip out loud. This story is about when Amber is jealous about a trip that Justin went on (place the 
reading passage in front of the student, face down). Try to read each word. You can use your finger to keep your place. If you come to a word you 
don’t know, I’ll tell it to you. You will read for one minute. Be sure to do your best reading. Do you have any questions? (Turn the passage right 
side up). Put your finger on the first word. Begin. 
 

Justin’s Trip 

 I chew on a strand of my hair.  “They got back real late last night.  It was foggy or     19 

something and they couldn’t land right away and then they missed a connection or something    34  

and they didn’t get in until three in the morning.  That’s what Mrs. Daniels told my mom when    51  

we called her this morning.  She said that they were going to try to get some sleep.”     68 

 “Wow.  That sounds so exciting,” Brandi says.  “Their trip, I mean, not the going to sleep    83  

part.”            84 

 “Yea.  Exciting,” I say, in what my mother calls “Little Ms. Amber’s sarcastic voice.”      97 

Justin got to go on a real plane before I did.  Life sure isn’t fair some days … some years.    115 

 Mr. Cohen flicks the lights off and on.  “Continue working on your China project.”   127 

 I reach into the desk and pull out half of a peanut butter and M&M sandwich.  I made it    146 

one day when my mother overslept and asked me to make my own lunch.     160 

 When I look at the sandwich, I think about the joke that Justin told me before he went    177 

away … about the person so dumb that he got fired from his job at the M&M factory for     195 

throwing away every piece of candy with a “W” on it.       206 
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